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This paper presents themodeling and experimental testing of the aerodynamic performance of amorphingwing in

open-loop architecture. We show the method used to acquire the pressure data from the external surface of the

flexible wing skin, using incorporated Kulite pressure sensors and the instrumentation of the morphing controller.

The acquired pressure data are analyzed through fast Fourier transforms to detect the magnitude of the noise in the

surface airflow. Subsequently, the data arefiltered bymeans of high-passfilters andprocessed by calculating the root

mean square of the signal to obtain a plot diagram of the noise in the airflow. This signal processing is necessary to

remove the inherent noise electronically induced from the Tollmien–Schlichting waves, which are responsible for

triggering the transition from laminar to turbulent flow. The flexible skin is required tomorph the shape of the airfoil

through two actuation points to achieve an optimized airfoil shape based on the theoretical flow conditions similar to

those tested in the wind tunnel. Two shapememory alloy actuators with a nonlinear behavior drive the displacement

of the two control points of theflexible skin toward the optimized airfoil shape. Each of the shapememory actuators is

activated by a power supply unit and controlled using the Simulink/MATLAB® software through a self-tuning fuzzy

controller. The methodology and the results obtained during the wind-tunnel test proved that the concept and

validity of the system in real time are discussed in this paper. Real-time acquisition and signal processing of pressure

data are needed for further development of the closed-loop controller to obtain a fully automatic morphing wing

system.

I. Introduction

TO RESPOND to the ever-present need to reduce fuel and direct
operating costs associated with new generations of aircraft,

extensive research is underway to assess the performance of
morphing wing technologies and concepts. These technologies will
make it possible to enhance the aerodynamic performance of aircraft
and to allow them to operate adaptively under a wide range of flight
conditions. Moreover, the morphing technologies will be used to
improve aircraft performance, expand the flight envelope, replace
conventional control surfaces, reduce drag to improve range [1], and
reduce vibrations and flutter [2]. Fly-by-wire and active control
technology can also be used to achieve evenmore benefits in terms of
direct operating cost reduction. In the near future, morphing vehicle
technology will likely focus on small unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs) [3]. Extremely complex, the interactions between aerody-
namics, structures, controls, actuator power requirements, sensor
integrations, and all other components are studied as part of themulti-

disciplinary research on morphing wing projects. Active control
systems provide benefits in terms of reduced fuel consumption for
morphing [4] and fly-by-wire aircraft. Their implementation requires
knowledge of aeroservoelasticity interactions (interactions between
unsteady aerodynamics, structure, and controls). In the Mission
Adaptive Wings research program [4], the aerodynamic benefits of
smooth variable camber and automatic flight control modes were
determined for the following systems: maneuver camber control,
cruise camber control, maneuver enhancement/gust alleviation, and
maneuver load control.

Shape memory alloys (SMAs) used in morphing flap actuation
were developed in ultralight and scaled models made of balsa wood
and nylon sticks, due to the favorable characteristics of high strength
and low weight. The SMA actuators were controlled using robust
nonlinear controllers [5,6]. Wind-tunnel studies were performed on
morphing wing flap prototypes using SMA wires (NiTiNol). The
trailing edge was morphed by means of six NiTiNol wires that could
pull the flap assembly upon electrical activation, while ten springs
acted to regain the initial wing configuration when the SMA wires
cooled down.∗∗ Another morphing flap actuated using SMAs was
developed, using four SMA wires anchored in four different chord
points. A wing prototype with flexible skin made of a fiberglass
composite and a rubber sheet was manufactured and tested [7].

Torsion bars andwires using SMA (NiTiNol) for the roll control of
a morphing wing model aircraft were tested in wind tunnel and
during flight [8]. The “hingeless wing” concept using SMA wires
was investigated [9,10].

In the present paper, we perform the conceptual design and
validation of an active control system for the transition flow control
of awingmodel in wind-tunnel tests. Various proportional–integral–
derivative (PID) based methods were studied to produce the
controller for the laminar-to-turbulent transition flow control [11].
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Simulations and experimental multidisciplinary studies were
performed through wind-tunnel measurements for a morphing wing
equipped with a flexible skin, smart material actuator SMAs, and
different types of pressure sensors. The aim of these studies is to
move the transition point from laminar to turbulent flow closer to the
trailing edge by use of a controller to obtain a larger laminar flow
region.

A hardware system, which deforms the airfoil to its optimized
shape to allow long laminar runs, was designed and manufactured
[12]. This research project studies the possibility of the technological
realization of a morphing wing followed by validation in a wind-
tunnel environment, the possibility of detecting small pressure
variations in the airflow boundary layer, and the processing and
analyzing the acquired signals in real time.

The configuration of the morphing wing wind-tunnel model
consists of a rectangular wing model that incorporates two parts: one
rigid part built with a metal (aluminum alloy) designed to sustain all
the aerodynamic and actuators loads, and one flexible part consisting
of a flexible skin installed on the upper surface of the rigid wing part;
see Fig. 1. As a reference airfoil, the natural laminar flow airfoil,
wind-tunnel experimental airfoil, was chosen. Its aerodynamic
performance was investigated at the Institute for Aerospace
Research, National Research Council Canada (IAR–NRC) in the
transonic regime in [13]. Thirty-five flight conditions were studied
during wind-tunnel tests: seven values for the angle of attack, which
varied between �1 and 2 deg, and five Mach number values within
the range of M�0:2; 0:3�. For these flight conditions, 35 optimized
airfoils were obtained for the airflow case combinations of Mach
numbers and angles of attack; see Table 1. The optimized airfoils
were calculated by modifying the reference airfoil for each airflow
condition as combinations of angles of attack and Mach numbers.
The optimized airfoil shapes were realized using an optimizing
routine that varied the vertical position of each actuator. The
optimizing routine was coupled with a spline curve model of the
flexible skin and the XFoil computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
code, and then the first generation of optimized airfoils, C1XX, was
obtained; see Table 1 [14]. The XFoil CFD code is free licensed
software in which the en transition criterion is used, and which was
presented in [15,16]. The imposed conditions of thefirst optimization
were expressed in terms of the transition point position displacement
as near as possible to the airfoil trailing edge, while maintaining a
constant lift.

The flexible skin was required to change the shape of the airfoil
through two actuation points to realize an optimized airfoil for a
given airflow condition under which the test was performed. Two
rows of shape memory alloy actuators with a nonlinear behavior
drove the displacement of the two control points on the flexible skin

to obtain the optimized airfoil shape [17]. Each of the shape memory
actuators was activated by a power supply and controlled using
Simulink/MATLAB® through an in-house designed controller. For
different flight conditions (angles of attack � and Reynolds number
Re), the controller received the values of the actuator displacements
stored in a database, while the airfoil upper surface pressure
coefficient distribution Cp determined from the surface pressure
measured by the sensors was visualized in real time during wind-
tunnel tests. The Cp distribution recorded with the pressure sensors
was compared with a CFD database, which was generated using the
XFoil software.

In this paper, the methods used to acquire pressure data from the
external surface of the flexible skin wing by means of Kulite sensors
and by the instrumentation of themorphing controller are shown. The
Tollmien–Schlichting waves that determine the laminar-to-turbulent
transition were detected and investigated using microphones and hot
films sensors in [18,19]. These studies were essential in reaching
decisions concerning theminimal technical specifications for sensors
that could be used in these applications. In our research, we tested
two types of pressure sensors, optical andKulite. The tests performed
in the wind tunnel showed that the optical sensors were not accurate
enough to detect the small pressure variations at the high sampling
rate that would allow detection of the Tollmien–Schlichting waves.
The acquired pressure data were analyzed through fast Fourier
transforms (FFT) to detect the pressure signal spectra. Subsequently,
the data were run through high-pass filters and processed by
calculating the rms of the signal to a plot diagram of noise quantity in
the airflow. This real-time computing processwas necessary to locate
the sensor that had the highest amplitude of theTollmien–Schlichting
waves, which indicate the laminar-to-turbulent flow transition.

II. Experimental Setup

From the initial studies related to the optimal configuration of the
flexible structure [14,17], it can be concluded that the structure was
conveniently designed to be operated by two actuation lines
positioned at 25.3 and 47.6%, respectively, of the chord from the
leading edge of the airfoil; see Fig. 1.

For this configuration, the aerodynamic forces coupled with the
actuators can get the flexible skin to the position of maximum
deflection, while the gas springs remind the SMA to return the
flexible structure to its nominal position.

Under the aerodynamic loads for a given optimized airfoil shape
and flight condition, the SMA actuation system would produce
sufficient force and displacement at the actuation line level. The
vertical displacements induced by the two SMA actuators at the two

Fig. 1 Cross section of the morphing wing model.

Table 1 Test flow conditions for 35 wing airfoils

Mach Re ��106� Angle of attack, deg

�1:00 �0:50 0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00

0.200 2.29 C101 C102 C103 C104 C105 C106 C107
0.225 2.56 C108 C109 C110 C111 C112 C113 C114
0.250 2.83 C115 C116 C117 C118 C119 C120 C121
0.275 3.10 C122 C123 C124 C125 C126 C127 C128
0.300 3.36 C129 C130 C131 C132 C133 C134 C135
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actuation points are denoted by dY1 and dY2, respectively. Scheme of
the instrumented wing configuration are given in Figs. 2 and 3.

Each actuating line of the system contains a cam, which moves in
translation relative to the structure (in the x-axis direction in Fig. 2).
The cam causes the movement of a rod linked to a roller and on the
skin (in the z-axis direction) [17]. The initial position of the roller is
restored by the compression gas spring.When the SMA is heated, the
actuator contracts and the cammoves to the right, resulting in the rise
of the roller and an upward vertical displacement of the skin. In
contrast, the cooling of the SMA results in a movement of the cam to
the left and, thus, a downward displacement of the skin; see Fig. 2.

The architecture of the open-loop control system of the wing
model, the SMA actuators, and the controller are shown in Fig. 3.
The two actuators have six SMAwires that are individually powered
by two AMREL SPS power supplies, controlled through analog
signals by a Quanser Q8 control board, which was programmed
through Simulink/xPC. In Simulink, a user interface was imple-
mented, allowing the user to choose the optimized airfoil shapes and
to provide the necessary values for the SMA displacements, dY1
and dY2.

Each SMA actuator has its own controller that maintains the
actuator in the desired position. The tested controller concept

involves a self-tuning fuzzy controller. Furthermore, a classical PID
controller was tested as well. The controllers act on the electrical
current, which heats the SMA to allow it to change its length.

The initial input, which is the optimized airfoil for any flow
condition, is chosen manually by the operator from the computer
database through a user interface. Next, the displacements (dY1
anddY2) that need to be reproduced by the two control points on the
flexible skin are sent to the controller. This controller sends an analog
0–2 V signal to the power supply, which provides a continuous
current of 0–20 A=20 V to the SMA. The SMA responds
accordingly and changes its length according to the temperature of
the wire. This results in the actuators changing positions, and the
position of the actuator is recorded by a linear variable differential
transducer (LVDT). The signal position received from the LVDT is
compared to the desired position, and the error obtained is fed back to
the controller. If the realized position is greater than the desired
position, the controller disconnects the control current, letting the
SMAwire cool down. During the cooling down process, the SMA
maintains its length due to the hysteretic behavior, and this effect is
taken into account for actuator displacement. Moreover, the
controller uses three thermocouples signals from each SMAwire to
monitor the temperature of the wires and maintains it below 130�C,
which is the upper limit.

The pressure data acquisition was performed using 15 Kulite
pressure sensors and aNI-DAQUSB6210 cardwith 16 analog inputs
(Fig. 3), at a total sampling rate of 250 k samples=s. The input
channels were connected directly to the IAR–NRC analog data
acquisition system, which in turn was connected directly to the 15
Kulite sensors. One extra channel was used for wind-tunnel dynamic
pressure acquisition to calculate the pressure coefficientCp from the
pressure mean values measured by the 15 sensors. The sampling rate
of each channel was 15 k samples=s, which allowed a boundary-
layer pressure fluctuation FFT spectral decomposition of up to
7.5 kHz for all channels. The signal was processed using Simulink,
high-pass filtered at 1 kHz, and displayed the mean value, the
rms value, and the spectra for each pressure signal channel in real
time.
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Fig. 2 Schematics of the actuating system with SMAs.
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III. Results of Wind-Tunnel Tests

The following proposed milestones were achieved during the
wind-tunnel tests performed at IAR–NRC:

1) SMA open-loop control testing used a self-tuning fuzzy
controller and a PID controller.

2) Real-time pressure signal acquisition and processing tests used
signal filtering, FFT spectral decomposition, rms calculation, and

detection of the transition location, necessary for further develop-
ment of a closed-loop controller to obtain a fully automaticmorphing
wing system.

3) Graphic user interface (GUI) was tested by keeping the dialog
between the MATLAB work space and the Simulink schemes that
were running in real time.

From the self-tuning fuzzy versus PID open-loop control analysis,
it was found that, due to its in-built optimization algorithm, the
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self-tuning fuzzy controller had a smoother control than the PID
controller for the same displacements. The PID controller used a
switch that connected and disconnected the power sources supplying
the SMAwith 10 Awhen heating was needed and 0 Awhen cooling
was needed, which had as a consequence the saw teeth behavior in
the temperature–time-history plot, as shown in Fig. 4. The fuzzy
controller kept a narrow control over the temperature variations in the
SMAwires due to the fuzzy algorithm that produced the needed value
of current in the interval of 0–10 A, without going to the extremes of
maximum or minimum current; the smooth control of the SMA
heating is shown in Fig. 5b. The third plot of Figs. 4c and 5c shows
the temperature-displacement hysteresis behavior of the SMAwires,
which explains the temperatures needed by SMA to achieve the
desired displacements.

Figures 6 and 7 show the screen shots of the GUI used to control
the system during thewind-tunnel tests. These figures show the plots
of the Cp, rms, and power spectra for the pressure signals channels
recorded during the wind-tunnel tests. The signals of sensors 11 and
12 were removed from the plots owing to their faulty dynamical
signals, so that only 13 signals are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7. Sensor 5
had a leak in the pressure reference tubes that lead to a faulty value of
theCp values. On the other hand, the dynamic signal for sensor 5was
good, and as such, its value was retained in the plots.

The “CHARGE” push button runs a function that uses XFoil to
calculate the Cp and N factor distribution over the upper surface of
the reference airfoil and morphed airfoil in the aerodynamic
conditions of the case number, such as “C129.” The two airfoils
(reference and optimized) are selected from the database and plotted
starting from their leading edge (x coordinate� 0 mm) to the end of
the flexible skin (x coordinate� 380 mm). The lower curve belongs
to the reference airfoil, and the upper curve belongs to the optimized
(morphed) airfoil.

In these graphs, the Cp values calculated by XFoil for various
sensors are defined by circles; the lowerCp distribution corresponds
to the reference airfoil, and the upper Cp distribution corresponds to
the optimized airfoil. In the lower figure, theN factor calculated with
XFoil for both airfoils are plotted using the same symbols as the
above plots. The critical valueNcr � 7:34was used in the simulation
to match the turbulence level T � 0:14% measured in the wind

tunnel using Mack’s correlation [20] and the plotted values on the
figure were normalized (N=Ncr):

Ncr ��8:43 � 2:4 	 log�T� (1)

In Figs. 6 and 7, the predicted transition position calculated by XFoil
in the reference airfoil case was found to be the tenth position of the
available sensor positions, which corresponded to 0.45 x=c, and the
predicted transition calculated by XFoil in the optimized airfoil case
was found to be the thirteenth position of the available sensor
positions, which corresponded to 0.67 x=c.

In the upper right corner of the left-hand side plots, three sets of
actuator displacement values dY1 and dY2 are shown in three
columns: the first column, the values requested by the user are trans-
ferred to the Simulink program by pressing the “Request” button; the
second column displays the optimized values automatically
calculated from the difference between the database’s optimized
airfoil and reference airfoil values (these values are sent to the
Simulink program by pressing the “Optim” button); the third column
displays the real-time displacement values received from the actuator
position sensors through the acquisition card. In the right corner of
theGUIfigure is a set of push buttons that allow the user to control the
running of the Simulink program.

The lower right corner of the GUI figure shows the number of the
sensor located at the transition position calculated with XFoil for
the reference airfoil (up), the number of the sensor located at the
transition position calculated with XFoil for the optimized airfoil
(middle), and the number of the sensor with themaximumnoise level
(maximum rms of the filtered signal) that corresponds to the real
transition position (down).

The power spectra plots on the right side of Figs. 6 and 7 show the
13 channels as follows: the first five channels are shown in the upper
figure named “Ch 1–5,” the next five channels are shown in the
middle figure named “Ch 6–10,” and the next five channels, which
are actually three because two of them were removed, are shown in
the lower figure named “Ch 11–15.”

For each aerodynamic condition during the wind-tunnel tests, the
pressures were recorded when the wing had a reference airfoil
(actuators on zero), then the pressures were recorded again when the

Fig. 6 Airflow case C129, Mach number� 0:3, ���1 deg, reference (original) airfoil.
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wing was morphed to the optimized airfoil (actuators deployed).
Figure 6 shows the pressures recorded during the reference phase,
and Fig. 7 shows the pressures recorded during morphed phase.

In the reference airfoil case (Fig. 6), the mean values of the
recorded pressure signal from the Kulite sensors were displayed in
the same plot with the values calculated by XFoil in real time,
showing a goodmatch. The rms plot, displayed in theGUIfigurewith
star symbols, showed the quantity of the noise for each pressure
signal in real time, andwas normalized and displayed in the same plot
with the normalized N factor plot. The sensor with the maximum
rms, the eighth sensor plotted, which was located at 0.38 x=c,

indicated the Tollmien–Schlihting wave’s occurrence, which is the
transition indication [18,19]. The spectral decomposition of the
pressure signals confirmed the Tollmien–Schlichting wave’s occur-
rence in the eighth sensor, visible in the highest power spectra (the
third channel in the middle right-hand side plots) in the frequency
band of 3–7.5 kHz.

In the morphed-to-optimized airfoil case (Fig. 7), the rms plot,
displayed in theGUI figurewith star symbols, showed that the sensor
with the maximum rms became the thirteenth sensor plotted, which
was located at 0.67 x=c. The spectral decomposition of the pressure
signals confirmed theTollmien–Schlichtingwave’s occurrence in the

Fig. 7 Airflow case C129,M � 0:3, ���1 deg, optimized (morphed) airfoil.

Fig. 8 Infrared images atM � 0:3 and ���1 deg: a) reference airfoil, and b) optimized airfoil C129.
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thirteenth sensor, visible in the highest power spectra (the third
channel in the lower right-hand side plots) in the frequency band of
3–7.5 kHz.

In support of the discrete pressure instrumentation, infrared
thermography (IR) visualization was performed to detect the
transition location on the upper surface of the morphing wing and to
validate the pressure sensor analysis. The transition detectionmethod
using IR is based on the differences in the laminar and turbulent
convective heat transfer coefficient and was exacerbated by the
artificial increase of model-airflow temperature differences. In the
resulting images, the sharp temperature gradient separating high-
temperature (white intensity in image) and low-temperature (dark
intensity) regions indicates the transition location.

Figure 8 displays the region of themorphingwingmeasured by the
IR camera between 0< x=c < 0:7 and 0:7< y=c < 1:4. Flow is from
left to right. The aft rigid portion of thewing,made of aluminum,was
not considered in the IR measurements. The two rows of pressure
sensors positioned in a V shape and the locations of the SMA
actuators as two vertical stripes were visible in the IR images. The
upper row of sensors is the Kulite sensors’ thermal signature and the
lower row of sensors is the optical sensors’ thermal signature on the
IR image.

Figures 8a and 8b show the IR transition images obtained for
M � 0:3 and ���1 deg in the reference and optimized config-
urations, respectively. The transition, originally located at approxi-
mately x=c� 0:40 in the Kulite sensors’ row and shown with an
arrow in Fig. 8a, has beenmoved to x=c� 0:66, shownwith an arrow
in Fig. 8b for the morphed wing configuration (case C129). The
optimization has significantly extended the laminarity of the flow
over the upperwing surface, as determined by theKulite sensors. The
airfoil shape optimization has also improved the apparent two
dimensionality of the flow: the transition appears vertical in the
optimized morphed case (Fig. 8b), except for the turbulent wedges
triggered by the leak of Kulite sensor 5 (at x=c� 0:2 and y=c� 1).
These results, which are in agreement with the Kulite sensors’
recorded data, confirm the use of discrete transducers as control
parameters for wing shape optimization.

IV. Conclusions

The paper presented wind-tunnel experimental testing of a
morphing wing in an open-loop architecture. The method used for
acquiring the pressure data from the external surface of the flexible
skin wing by means of Kulite pressure sensors and the instrumen-
tation of the morphing controller were shown. The realized tests
showed that the SMAactuators performedwell, with temperatures of
lower than 60�Cundermaximal deployment without interferingwith
the electric systems of the Kulite sensors. Moreover, thewind-tunnel
tests validated the PID and self-tuning controller architecture for
open-loop operation, and allowed the real-time visualization of the
transition by means of the spectral decomposition and rms
calculation of the pressure signal received fromKulite sensors,which
were able to detect the unsteady pressure variations during wing
testing with the reference and morphed airfoil in the wind tunnel.
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